Welcome to Aydan who is joining the Nott lab, Aina who is joining the Brancaccio lab, Michael who is joining the MAP lab, Mattie who is joining the Ye lab, and to all the new Masters students!

Upcoming grants

- Advanced notice: MRC Mid-Range Equipment opportunity (Round 2)
  The call is expected to be launched in late-October 2022 with an application deadline in mid-January 2023

- BBSRC Bioinformatics and biological resources: 2022
  Closing date: 16th November

- Royal Society Leverhulme Trust Senior Research Fellowship
  Closing date: 16th November

- UK DRI Collaborative Proteomics Studies
  Deadline 1st November

- UK DRI Translation Awards
  Deadline 10th November

- UK DRI Pilot Awards Programme
  Deadline 8th December

- Royal Society Research Grants
  Deadline 11th November

Upcoming seminars/events

- Dementia Bites: Clinical Dementia Lecture Series
  1-2pm Tues 11th October | Zoom (+ broadcast in Zoom rooms)
  “AD: clinical presentation” – Dr Paresh Malhotra (ICHT)

- Neurogenomics Seminar
  4pm Tues 11th October | Zoom
  “Epigenetic regulation of innate immune memory in microglia” - Susanne Kooistra (University of Groningen)

- UK DRI Monthly Lab Meeting
  9-11.30am Weds 12th October | Zoom
  Speakers - Joe Airey, Dr Yu Ye, Dr Eugene Duff and Jean Rintoul

- UK DRI Virtual Brain Meeting
  4-5pm Thurs 13 Oct | Teams
  “Capitalising on routine cognitive screening and clinical imaging to understand the complexity of post-stroke cognitive impairments” - Dr Nele Demeyere

Reminders

Room bookings

- L7 Uren hub: bookings are made via the online lab dashboard on Bookkit. Please speak to Lauren or Hannah if you don’t have access!
- L12 Uren hub: these rooms are prioritized for teaching, but availability can be checked on the CELCAT calendar and booked by Lauren or Hannah if available.
- Room 519 Burlington Danes: contact Lauren or Hannah for room booking schedule and to request bookings.

Tip of the week!

Save money on your rail travel to Brighton for the Connectome 2022 by booking as a group! Groups of 3+ people can get a 33% discount with Groupsave (no railcard needed).